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Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1891 Excerpt: . . . each has a soul
and body, 99; in green state until long kept and used, 101; parts
should be knit together in absolute solidarity, 104; post-pran-
dial kind, 222; each one represents a great expenditure of vital
force, 3, 97, 98; unpublished, 4, 87; occasional, 269, 270;
unwritten better than writ-ten, 10, 99. See also Poetry; Poets;
Rhymes; Verse. Poet, My friend the, on suddenness of lyric
conception, 1, 98; his opinion of rapidly growing towns, 128; a
brief poem by, 174; the Autocrats relation with the Professor
and the Poet, 178 el seq. ; would have liked womans praises,
183; his dread of anniversa-ries, 222; poem by, 223. Poet, a
kind-hearted, modest, genial, hopeful, (Charles Mackay) 1, 222.
Poet, The, at the Breakfast-Table, 4, 307. Poetaster who has
tasted type is done for, 1, 293. Poetic muse, 1, 249. Poetic
nature, the real, 8,...
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The ebook is not di icult in read through easier to comprehend. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an interesting
and amazing literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Ha ylee Gr im es PhD-- Dr . Ha ylee Gr im es PhD

A superior quality ebook and also the font used was interesting to read through. This is for all who statte there was not
a well worth reading. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- Felix  Lehner  Jr .-- Felix  Lehner  Jr .
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